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Davis Bertans #42
San Antonio Spurs, NBA

World's first padded compression wear that
adjusts its shape to the player’s body



WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?

ABOUT BLINDSAVE

Self - adjusting to body. We have created 
world’s first protective gear that adjusts itself 
to a player’s body, ensuring superior 
protection and comfort. As the padding gets 
in touch with your body, it takes less than a 
minute to become softer, more flexible and 
wrap around your body.
Shock absorbing. BLINDSAVE padding 
absorbs shock more effectively than other 
brands on the market, despite using 40% 
thinner padding.
Incredibly high level of comfort. BLINDSAVE 
uses ergonomic and spherical shape padding to 
provide the perfect fit on body.
Thin & light. The padding is only 0.08 to 0.29 
In (2 - 7.5 mm) thin. It’s very flexible and light, 
allowing the best freedom in movements.

Durable. Because our paddings are coated in  
polyurethane membrane, it  provides longer 
life to our equipment. 

BLINDSAVE is innovative sports protective gear 
manufacturer in Europe. Our product technology 
and material can be used in many sports due to 
easily adjustable shape & thickness of the 
protector (basketball, football, handball, extreme 
sports, rugby and others). We believe we can 
help thousands of athletes across the world to 
stay safe, avoid injuries and achieve their full 
potential.

The highest functionality of the protective 
material is achieved at 36.6 – 37  C (97.7 – 98.6  F) 
- it’s human body temperature.

THE IMPACT TEST OF BLINDSAVE

The main advantage of our products are their 
unique patent-pending body adjust technology 
(BAT) which ensures superior protection and 
comfort to athletes.

Padded basketball wear 
shows that padding absorbs a 
1760 pounds (800 kg) hit. Test 
setup was prepared according 
to EN 1621-1 method.

BODY ADJUST TECHNOLOGY

HOW DOES THE SELF ADJUSTING
PROTECTION WORK?

76,6% of injuries
basketball players get
after contact with
other players

Using right protection 
can help to avoid injuries



Through the use of unique shock absorbing 
materials  ranging from 0.08 to 0.29 In (2 - 7.5 
mm) in thickness, we can offer extremely high 
level of comfort.

Paddings are coated in polyurethane membrane 
and attached on the compression wear, making 
the protective gear highly durable. 

BLINDSAVE protective gear is designed to 
protect key areas from hits and falls: elbows, ribs, 
knees, hips, thighs and tailbone. 

Unique patent-pending body adjust technology 
(BAT) ensures superior protection and comfort to 
athletes.

We use very thin and lightweight fabric - 
Revolutional™. It absorbs sweat and allows its 
natural evaporation, removing the unpleasant wet 
sensation on the skin, avoiding irritating rubbing. 
The fabric elasticity moulds to the body without 
be constricting, allowing the best freedom in 
movements and guarantee a high muscular 
support.

Compression fabrics from Italy 

PADDED COMPRESSION WEAR

PROTECTIVE ARM SLEEVE / SINGLE

Sizes: XS-XXL
Code:  PAS17

Material: 

Color:

POLYAMIDE  71%
ELASTAN (LYCRA®) 29%

PROTECTIVE SHIRT PRO

Sizes: XS-XXL
Code:  PS17

Material: 

Color:

POLYESTER  82% 
ELASTAN 18%

Through extensive testing we found the best shape 
and position for arm sleeve paddings.

BAT technology provides a perfect fit and high level 
of comfort which is very important for all basketball 
shooters. Suggested to everybody who has or has 
had any elbow injury and wants to protect their 
elbows.

Great product for athletes who has a lot of contact 
with other players, especially if you have to survive in 
tackles. Most chosen by basketball centre players.

The paddings are placed on the rib area.

BLACK WHITE

BLACK WHITE



PROTECTIVE SHORTS PRO+

Sizes: XS-XXL
Code:  PSPP17

Material: 

Color:

POLYAMIDE  71%
ELASTAN (LYCRA®) 29%

KNEE PADS

Sizes: XS-XXL
Code:  KP17

Material: 

Color:

POLYAMIDE  71%
ELASTAN (LYCRA®) 29%

This is a product you can use in numereous sports. 
The paddings are placed on the thighs, hips and 
tailbone. 

Incredibly high comfort level together with solid 
protection will make you fearless player on the court.

A place for cup integrated.

Knees are one of the most injured areas in sports 
and that's why we have taken extra energy to create 
the most innovative knee padding on the market.
 
BLINDSAVE knee pads cover more area of your 
knee and provide 20% better shock absorption than 
other brands. 

This is a product you can use in numereous sports. 
The paddings are placed on the thighs, hips and 

Incredibly high comfort level together with solid 
protection will make you fearless player on the court.

3/4 TIGHTS PRO+

Sizes: S-XXL
Code:  PTFP17

Material: 

Color:

POLYAMIDE  71%
ELASTAN (LYCRA®) 29%

3/4 TIGHTS WITH KNEE PADDING

Sizes: S-XXL
Code:  PS17

Material: 

Color:

POLYAMIDE  71%
ELASTAN (LYCRA®) 29%

Competitive players deserve to have innovative 
protection on the court. Popular product among 
professional basketball and handball players. 
Superior protection and compression.

The paddings are placed on the thighs, hips and 
tailbone.

Two in one. Athletes love this product because they 
can get both a compression tights and knee pads in 
one product. This product is advised for athletes 
who need special attention to their knees.

The paddings are placed on the knees. 

BLACK WHITE

BLACK WHITE
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3/4 TIGHTS WITH FULL PROTECTION

Sizes: S-XXL
Code:  PTFP17

Material: 

BLACK WHITE
Color:

POLYAMIDE  71%
ELASTAN (LYCRA®) 29%

Self-adjusting technology

Premium product

Better body
coverage & protection

Improved ergonomics - 
feel like you are not
wearing any padding at all

20% thinner padding

Ultimate shock absorption

These 3/4 tights have been designed with the 
most competitive players in mind who need full 
protection, so they can play their best. 

The paddings are placed on the thighs, hips, 
tailbone and knees.

This masterpiece is chosen by a lot of 
professional athletes and players who 
want to experience superior protection.

FEATURES

THIN AND LIGHT

PREMIUM QUALITY

ADJUSTS TO YOUR BODY

SUPERIOR SHOCK ABSORPTION

PERFECT FIT

BESTSE
LLER





BLINDSAVE compression wear are designed to 
support key muscle groups offering focused 
support and stability. It provides a high level of 
comfort and a nice sensation for your skin. 

We use very thin and lightweight fabric - 
Revolutional™. It absorbs sweat and allows its 
natural evaporation, removing the unpleasant wet 
sensation on the skin, avoiding irritating rubbing. 
The fabric elasticity moulds to the body without be 
constricting, allowing the best freedom in 
movements and guarantee a high muscular support.

COMPRESSION WEAR

Perfect �tShape
retention

Excellent
coverage

Feather
weight

Ultra �atQuick
drying

Exceptional
breathability

Pilling
resistant

Compression fabrics from Italy 

Handcrafted in Europe

COMPRESSION SHIRTS -
LONG SLEEVES

Sizes: XS-XXL
Code:  CSLSB17, CSLSW17

Material: 

Color:

POLYESTER  82% 
ELASTAN 18%

COMPRESSION SHIRTS - 
SHORT SLEEVES

Sizes: XS-XXL
Code:  CSSSB17, CSSSW17

Material: 

Color:

POLYESTER  82% 
ELASTAN 18%

COMPRESSION SHORTS

Sizes: XS-XXL
Code:  CSB17, CSW17

Material: 

Color:

POLYAMIDE  71%
ELASTAN (LYCRA®) 29%

BLACK WHITE
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COMPRESSION 3⁄4 TIGHTS

Sizes: XS-XXL
Code:  CTB17, CTW17

Material: 

Color:

POLYAMIDE  71%
ELASTAN (LYCRA®) 29%

BLINDSAVE  BOTTLE

Sizes: 750 ml
Code:  B16

WHITE 
Color:

WRISTBAND

Sizes: One size
Code:  B16

WHITE 
Color:

SNAPBACK CAP

Sizes: One size
Code:  WW16

GRAY / BLACK
Color:

COMPRESSION PANTS

Sizes: XS-XXL
Code:  CPB17, CPW17

Material: 

Color:

POLYAMIDE  71%
ELASTAN (LYCRA®) 29%

BLINDSAVE HOODIE 

Sizes: S-XL
Code:  TS17

GRAY / BLACK
Color:

ACCESSORIES
BLACK WHITE

BLACK WHITE

BLINDSAVE  BOTTLE

Sizes:
Code:  

WHITE 
Color:

WRISTBANDWRISTBAND

ACCESSORIES



Davis Bertans
San Antonio "Spurs", NBA

“I did not use protective gear before because it made 
me feel big and uncomfortable. Everything changed 
when I tried out BLINDSAVE protective gear. It was so 
comfortable I didn’t feel that  I had any protectors on 
me.”

Janis Strelnieks
Olympiacos (Greece), Euroleague
"I’m using BLINDSAVE protection gear because it 
feels like  I’m not wearing any padding at all."

Dairis Bertans
Milan EA7 Emporio Armani (Italy), Euroleague

"My first experience with protection gear wasn’t 
successful because I felt like ice-hockey player with 
huge and heavy body armor. But I changed my mind 
when I tried out BLINDSAVE protection gear. It’s very 
light, flexible and comfortable."

“BLINDSAVE padded compression wear is very 
comfortable and durable. The paddings are very light 
and thin, but they can absorb big hits and falls what’s 
very important for me as a handball player.”

Amanda Zahui B.
New York Liberty, WNBA
“I am using padded compression wear to keep my 
body solid and protect from hits and falls. I think it is 
very important since basketball is very physical 
contact sport, a lot of bodies are being thrown around, 
so to save ourselves from bad hits we should protect 
us with protective gear.”

Alexander Petersson
Rhein-Neckar Löwen, Germany 





www.blindsave.com


